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ABSTRACT: For health, well perfused tissues, oxygen uptake is determined primarily by metabolic need rather than by oxygen supply. Tissue hypoxia supervenes when tissue oxygen tension (Po2) falls below a critical point, and the point where this occurs can be predicted from the systemic oxygen delivery or extraction ratio. A growing body of evidence suggests that tissue oxygen extraction may be impaired in adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and sepsis. In these syndromes the minimum oxygen delivery needed to maintain a normal oxygen uptake appears to be increased, as tissues become hypoxic despite high levels of delivery. However, controversy surrounds every phase of this observation, from its experimental basis, to potential causes, to its implications for patient care. In this review, we discuss the physiology of oxygen transport, the determinants of tissue oxygenation in normal and pathological states, and the therapeutic implications of oxygen transport.


Many critical illnesses still do not have specific, curative therapy, so that care for the critically ill patient often emphasizes supportive therapy. Cardiopulmonary supportive therapy is aimed at keeping tissue respiratory function normal enough to allow healing. Its success or failure hinges on the ability to prevent tissue hypoxia, for tissue hypoxia progresses to systemic cardiovascular collapse. Understanding what determines the threshold of tissue hypoxia is, therefore, the physiological basis of cardiopulmonary support. This review will focus on the relationship between tissue oxygen delivery and consumption, and on the pathological aberrations that disturb normal tissue oxygen utilization. Tissue hypoxia occurs when cellular oxygen delivery does not fulfill cellular oxygen demand. Cellular oxygen delivery involves a co-ordinated sequence of pulmonary oxygen transfer, convection of blood to tissue, and diffusion of oxygen from capillary to cell. Co-ordinating this sequence of processes allows tissues to extract as much as 70% of the delivered oxygen before oxygen consumption becomes limited by delivery. In the last decade, a number of studies have reported that adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and sepsis can impair oxygen extraction by tissues, distorting the relationship between oxygen delivery and uptake. They have suggested that tissues become hypoxic despite a high mixed venous oxygen content, apparently starving amid plenty. Understanding how these syndromes may alter tissue oxygen extraction may shed light on how they continue to exact such a high toll on patient survival.

The physiology of oxygen transport

Cellular oxygen consumption is determined primarily by metabolic need, provided that metabolic substrates are in good supply. These metabolic substrates, oxygen and fuel in the form of sugars, fats, and their metabolites, rarely limit metabolic oxygen consumption by cells. Rather, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) consumption is the ordinary limiting feature in respiration, and depends on the current metabolic workload of the cell. Tissue oxygen demand is thus operationally defined as tissue oxygen consumption under conditions of substrate excess at the tissue level.

Metabolic need for ATP consumption is sensed by the mitochondrion as adenosine diphosphate (ADP) concentration [1]. Increases in ADP concentration trigger an increase in mitochondrial electron transport, provided that the local oxygen partial pressure exceeds about 0.5 torr [2]. For ATP production to become dependent on oxygen supply rather than metabolic need, the mitochondrial oxygen tension (Po2) must fall even further; in such cases tissue hypoxia supervenes. If the cardiorespiratory system can ensure that the mitochondrial Po2 remains above this critical level everywhere in the body, oxygen supply should not limit mitochondrial ATP production.

The capillary Po2 is the driving force for the diffusion of oxygen to the cell, and must suffice to carry oxygen from the red cell to the furthest point from any capillary. Maintaining effective oxygen transport requires both keeping the capillary Po2 high enough,
and keeping the intercapillary spacing close enough [3]. For the normal circulation, the maintenance of an adequate $P_{\text{O}_2}$ depends largely on convective oxygen transport accomplished by the heart, lungs and blood [4].

The tissue $P_{\text{O}_2}$ and even the capillary $P_{\text{O}_2}$ cannot easily be measured in clinical settings, and measurements that can be made (e.g. venous $P_{\text{O}_2}$) bear an indirect relationship to the actual driving forces for diffusive oxygen transport and for mitochondrial oxygen availability. The interpretation of the available measurements relies instead on what they tell us about the oxygen economics of the body, based on the principle of mass conservation. We will explore these relationships below.

The oxygen delivery ($Q_{\text{O}_2}$) is defined as the total oxygen carried (convected) by blood to tissue, and is calculated as the product of cardiac output ($Q_t$) and arterial oxygen content ($C_{a_{\text{O}_2}}$):

$$Q_{\text{O}_2} = Q_t C_{a_{\text{O}_2}}$$

Many other names have been applied to this variable, including systemic $O_2$ transport (SOT), total $O_2$ transport (TOT), transport of $O_2$ (To2), and delivery of $O_2$ ($D_{\text{O}_2}$), but the concept is the same.

The oxygen consumption ($\dot{V}_{\text{O}_2}$) is defined as the product of the cardiac output and the arteriovenous oxygen difference ($C_{\text{a}_{\text{O}_2}} - C_{\text{v}_{\text{O}_2}}$), where $C_{\text{v}_{\text{O}_2}}$ is the oxygen content in mixed venous blood:

$$\dot{V}_{\text{O}_2} = Q_t (C_{\text{a}_{\text{O}_2}} - C_{\text{v}_{\text{O}_2}})$$

The ratio of oxygen consumption to delivery is the oxygen extraction ratio (ER):

$$\text{ER} = \frac{\dot{V}_{\text{O}_2}}{Q_{\text{O}_2}} = \frac{(C_{\text{a}_{\text{O}_2}} - C_{\text{v}_{\text{O}_2}})}{C_{a_{\text{O}_2}}}$$

If oxygen delivery is high enough to ensure that cell respiration is not supply-dependent, then oxygen consumption remains fairly constant. The constant level of oxygen consumption present when the delivery is high is the tissue oxygen demand. Below a critical level of delivery (the critical $Q_{\text{O}_2}$), oxygen uptake falls in a roughly linear fashion (fig. 1 top panel). In this case, when oxygen delivery fell below 8 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ the oxygen consumption fell off. As oxygen delivery falls in the supply-independent region, extraction ratio must increase to maintain a constant oxygen delivery (fig. 1 bottom panel). However, at the critical point, this animal extracted about 70% of the oxygen from the delivered blood. The rise in oxygen extraction continued even when the oxygen delivery fell below the critical point. However, below the critical $Q_{\text{O}_2}$ increases in oxygen delivery are no longer enough to maintain a normal oxygen consumption.

In the research laboratory, normal anesthetized animals generally extract between 60 and 75% of the delivered oxygen before becoming supply-dependent [5-17]. The critical delivery level, unlike the critical extraction ratio, increases in proportion to metabolic demand. For example, rats have a high metabolic rate (15-17 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹) compared to dogs (5-7 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹) and a correspondingly higher critical delivery (22-23 ml·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹), but have the same critical extraction ratio (68-74% [13, 14]) as dogs [5-10]. The variation in $\dot{V}_{\text{O}_2}$ may be due to the larger amount of metabolically inactive connective tissue and fat in larger animals or to intrinsic tissue differences; whatever the reason, the critical extraction ratio (ERc) effectively normalizes the critical oxygen delivery ($Q_{\text{O}_2c}$) for variations in $O_2$ demand.

![Fig. 1. Top panel: The relationship between systemic oxygen uptake ($\dot{V}_{\text{O}_2}$) and delivery ($Q_{\text{O}_2}$) in a typical anesthesitized dog. Bottom panel: The relationship between the systemic oxygen extraction ratio and oxygen delivery in the same dog. From reference [8], with permission.](image-url)

When $O_2$ delivery falls below the $Q_{\text{O}_2c}$, a variety of other changes occur, reminiscent of clinical shock. Blood lactic acid levels rise, bicarbonate is driven off as carbon dioxide while pH falls, and blood pressure becomes unstable and falls. One can detect the fall in $\dot{V}_{\text{O}_2}$ or the increase in the respiratory exchange ratio ($R = V_{\text{CO}_2}/\dot{V}_{\text{O}_2}$) from measurement of expired gases [18]. However, in critically ill patients ventilated with high inspired fractions, the accurate
measurement of $V_O$ and $V_C$, by expired gases is a major undertaking. In contrast, arterial and pulmonary artery catheters are easily introduced, and allow the arteriovenous content difference and cardiac output to be easily measured, so that $V_O$, $Q_O$, and extraction ratios may be calculated. Blood or plasma lactates can be easily measured, and offer additional information on the level of tissue hypoxia.

**Forms of hypoxia**

About seven decades ago, Bascroft [19] introduced a classification of the forms of hypoxia; with modifications and minor name changes it remains in use today [20]. Hypoxic hypoxia refers to falling arterial $P_O$, anaemic hypoxia to falling haemoglobin concentration, and stagnant hypoxia to falling blood flow. We will focus largely on these three "physiological" forms of hypoxia, but other forms of hypoxia also exist.

These other forms of hypoxia include "affinity hypoxia", referring to what happens if haemoglobin binds oxygen too tightly, or "histotoxic hypoxia", referring to the effects of mitochondrial poisons such as cyanide [20]. Carbon monoxide hypoxia is a curious case: it binds and inactivates some haemoglobin, increases the affinity of the rest, and binds myoglobin, cytochromes and oxidases in tissue. How these effects participate in the pathophysiology of carbon monoxide toxicity is still open to argument, and the interested reader is referred to other sources [21].

The three physiological forms of hypoxia correspond to changes in the terms of the extended equation for oxygen delivery:

$$\dot{Q}_O = \dot{Q}_t (\alpha Hgb-Sao_2 + \beta Pac)$$

where $Hgb$ is the haemoglobin concentration, $Sao_2$ is the fractional arterial haemoglobin saturation, $Pac$ is the arterial $P_O$, and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are constants ($\alpha$ is the haemoglobin oxygen carrying capacity=1.39 ml $O_2$.g$^{-1}$ Hgb, $\beta$ is the solubility of oxygen in plasma=0.003 ml $O_2$.torr$^{-1}$). Any of the three terms ($Q_t$, $Sao_2$, and $Hgb$) can fall, and they can fall in any combination.

The utility of oxygen delivery comes from the observation that the $V_O$ depends only on the $Q_O$, and falls in $V_O$ appear similar whether the fall in $Q_O$ arose through a falling $Pac$, $Hgb$, or $Q_t$. This observation is based on Cain's landmark studies comparing anaemic and stagnant hypoxia in anaesthetized dogs [11], and from the observations that different laboratories studying different forms of hypoxia have reported similar values for critical deliveries and oxygen extractions. While subtle differences between forms of hypoxia probably exist [22], to first order the approximation appears to remain valid.

The experimental basis for these statements, together with a physical interpretation of the evidence is discussed elsewhere [23, 24]. In this paper we will concentrate on what they tell us about interpreting oxygen transport parameters in critically ill patients.

**Mixed venous oxygenation**

Since $V_O$ appears experimentally to depend primarily on $Q_o$, and not independently on $Q_t$, $Hgb$, or $Sao_2$, it follows that the extraction ratio, the ratio of $V_O$ to $Q_O$ should also depend on the $Q_o$. In anaemic and hypoxic hypoxia, however, the arteriovenous oxygen difference remains low, while in stagnant hypoxia, the arteriovenous oxygen difference grows large. Thus, the increase in extraction ratio happens in a different way in the anaemic or hypoxic case and in the stagnant case. In stagnant hypoxia, the $Cao_2$ remains constant while the arteriovenous $Q_o$ difference grows large, while in anaemic or hypoxic hypoxia, the arteriovenous oxygen difference is small, but the denominator of $(Cao_2-Cvo_2)/Cao_2$ becomes progressively lower.

For purposes of illustration, we have assumed a relationship between $O_2$ delivery and uptake based on the data in figure 1, and calculated the relationships between the constituent variables. These are plotted for stagnant and hypoxic hypoxia in figure 2. For the stagnant case, arterial oxygen content remains constant, while the mixed venous content falls faster and faster. At the critical point, the rate of decline of $Cvo_2$ slows as $V_O$ falls, but the rate of decline again appears to increase as extraction ratios continue to rise. For the hypoxic case, the contents fall together until they reach the critical point; at this point the lines begin to converge. The oxygen partial pressures represent a nonlinear transformation of the contents, but obey qualitatively similar rules.

**The critical point in humans**

The curves drawn in figures 1 and 2 are based on data from studies of anaesthetized animals, where accurate measurements and tightly controlled physiological changes are possible. Measuring the critical point requires forcing animals into tissue hypoxia, with consequent tissue damage. Obviously, one cannot perform such a measurement in normal patients.

Several studies have been done in patients, and are frequently cited as sources for information in normal humans. Firstly, studies have varied the flow rate in cardiopulmonary bypass circuits in extremely hypothermic patients, to examine the resulting changes in oxygen extraction [25]. These patients did experience falls in $V_O$, but their tissues were protected by their low body temperature. However, even mild hypothermia impairs oxygen extraction in animals [10], and little information about normothermic humans can be extrapolated from these severely hypothermic patients on cardiopulmonary bypass.
representation of the O₂ uptake-delivery relationship for a single patient. Distinguishing between these possibilities ultimately must await definitive measurements of critical limits of O₂ delivery in humans.

**Physiologic determinants of tissue oxygen extraction**

Maintaining a constant oxygen uptake in the face of dwindling supply probably involves both passive and active processes. Passive processes may include increased capillary O₂ extraction fraction as delivery falls and O₂ uptake remains stable, until end-capillary PaO₂ falls too low to support the tissue it nourishes. Active processes may include blood flow redistribution to ensure that no regional bed is overperfused at the expense of others that are hypoxic. It thus seems reasonable that all tissues might reach their own delivery thresholds at the same time. In fact, studies of isolated intestine suggest that it reaches its local critical point just prior to the body as a whole [6].

A theoretical picture of how this regulation occurs is beginning to emerge. In anaesthetized dogs, interfering with sympathetic tone by alpha blockade reduced systemic oxygen extraction during hypoxia, suggesting a role for sympathetic vasoconstriction [28]. Thus, neurohumoral tone may increase as hypoxia threatens, and local autoregulatory vasodilation could maintain each tissue in optimal oxygen balance [29].

Capillary recruitment has been demonstrated in tissues perfused with hypoxic blood [30]. Such capillary recruitment would be expected to minimize the diffusion distance for oxygen to move from capillary to cell. Interfering with any of the normal physiological mechanisms that serve to properly distribute blood among and within tissues might therefore impair extraction, and cause an increase in the O₂c.

**Impairment of oxygen extraction in ARDS and sepsis**

Almost two decades ago, Powers et al. [31] were studying the physiological consequences of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) ventilation, and found that an increase in the level of PEEP often changed the oxygen delivery, either by improving oxygenation or by reducing cardiac output. When they plotted the change in oxygen consumption against the change in oxygen delivery, a strong positive correlation was seen, despite a starting delivery that was in the normal range.

The patients should not have been physiologically supply-dependent, as are animals below the Qo₂c, and oxygen consumption should not have depended on oxygen delivery. However, it appeared that they were.

Attention to the phenomenon, later termed pathological supply dependence, remained mostly in the surgical literature in the 1970s, with subsequent studies...
confirming the finding [32]. The patients studied suffered mostly from post-traumatic or septic respiratory failure. Investigations into the effect of PEEP ventilation suggested that PEEP might redistribute organ blood flow [33], but PEEP itself does not seem to reproduce the finding of pathological supply dependence in animals [34, 35]. It seemed likely that the supply dependence seen in these patients was a consequence of ARDS.

At the same time, it was becoming evident that ARDS patients who died often succumbed not to intractable pulmonary failure, but to failure in one or another unrelated organ [36, 37]. It has been suggested that pathological supply dependence is evidence for undisclosed tissue hypoxia that could play a role in the genesis of multiple organ failure [24]. Multiple organ failure syndrome is intimately associated with sepsis [36], and a large fraction of patients who die from ARDS have either occult or obvious infections at autopsy [38]. Extraction defects in patients with ARDS reflect the systemic nature of the disease, and sepsis may be the underlying cause for these extraction defects. Since the pioneering studies of Powars et al. [31], a large number of studies have redemonstrated the findings of pathological supply dependence of oxygen consumption in ARDS and sepsis [39-47]. Methodological problems have plagued the studies and their interpretations, and some sceptics have argued that the findings may be artificial [48, 49]. Moreover, two recent studies have directly questioned the existence of pathological supply dependence in patients [50, 51].

Among the studies of oxygen delivery and uptake in critical illness, there has been little or no evidence that patients ever reach the supply-independent plateau seen in normal animals. Thus, even at the highest level of oxygen delivery found in these patients, oxygen uptake continued to rise. One study reported such a plateau, but only two patients appeared to reach it [41]. Although it seems plausible that a plateau phase may exist; the high O₂ demand and poor extraction seen in these patients could preclude its demonstration. Observations of lactate elevations in these patients lend further support to the notion that pathological supply dependence reflects occult tissue hypoxia [40, 42].

**Insights from animal studies**

In human studies it is difficult to get enough data to identify mechanisms for an extraction defect. Accordingly, a series of studies sought animal models for extraction impairment. The simplest attempts involved injuring the lung with oleic acid infusion, but failed to find oxygen extraction defects [34, 35]. Thus, lung injury with non-cardiogenic pulmonary oedema does not produce an extraction defect, and neither does PEEP ventilation. Hyperoxia from high inspired oxygen fractions (FIO₂) was found to impair extraction efficacy, but only minimally [35]. Moreover, most patients are treated with the minimal satisfactory FIO₂, and do not experience severe arterial hyperoxia.

Because of the association of ARDS and extraction defects with sepsis, Nelson and co-workers [5, 7] infused *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* bacteria or *Escherichia coli* endotoxin into anaesthetized dogs, and demonstrated an extraction defect. Figure 3 summarizes the change in the systemic O₂ delivery-uptake relationship found after endotoxin administration. The salient features are a 30% decline in the critical extraction ratio, a 21% increase in O₂ uptake at high oxygen delivery, and an 88% increase in the critical oxygen delivery. Furthermore, these investigators reported that endotoxin induced the same oxygen extraction defect in the isolated autoperfused intestine as it did in the body as a whole [7], but that endotoxin had less effect on skeletal muscle oxygen extraction [8, 32]. In these studies, vascular reactivity in the isolated tissues was assessed by measuring the reactive hyperaemia following release of transiently occluded arteries. This reactive hyperaemia is a normal response in both the skeletal muscle and the intestinal beds. The hyperaemia disappeared following endotoxin in the gut but not the hindlimb, suggesting that the differential effects of the endotoxin on vascular reactivity correlated with oxygen extraction defects. Such studies identify important differences among tissues in models of sepsis.

![Fig. 3. — Summary plot of the relationship between systemic oxygen uptake and delivery in endotoxin treated and control dogs. The dashed line represents summary data from endotoxin-treated dogs, the solid line from controls. QO₂c: critical oxygen delivery; ERc: critical extraction ratio. From reference [7], with permission.](image)

**Possible mechanisms for an extraction defect**

The possible mechanisms for extraction defects are determined by the physiology of oxygen transport. Plausible possibilities include cellular oxygen uptake defects, anatomical or diffusional arteriovenous...
shunting, decreases in perfused capillary density, and heterogeneity of blood flow distribution. We will discuss these in turn.

A variety of studies have sought evidence for direct mitochondrial effects of sepsis or endotoxin. While some of these studies have shown changes in respiratory function of mitochondria [53], most investigators have concluded that the effects of sepsis on mitochondria were due to changes in cellular oxygen delivery, rather than due to direct cellular effects of sepsis [54–57]. The only cellular defect likely to account for pathological supply dependence is a change in the relationship between $O_2$ consumption and cell $P_o_2$, such as an increase in the critical $P_o_2$. While many studies have sought mitochondrial changes, none have (to our knowledge) specifically addressed the $P_o_2$ dependence of cell oxygenation.

Anatomical shunting of blood flow directly from artery to vein could easily account for the extraction defects that have been seen, but shunting of blood requires an anatomical substrate: arteriovenous anastomoses. A variety of studies have measured shunt fraction by looking for arteriovenous passage of microspheres that are too large to pass through capillaries [58–61]. Shunt fractions by these studies are too small (<10%) to offer an explanation for the extraction defects seen either in animal models or in patients.

Diffusional shunting is the countercurrent exchange of oxygen from paired arterioles and venules [62, 63], as in the vasa recta of the kidney or the vascular architecture of intestinal villi [64]. While it is likely that diffusional shunting is important in these specialized circulations, most tissues probably do not transfer much oxygen through countercurrent diffusional shunt [65].

Tennant [3] emphasized the importance of maintaining a high perfused capillary density, to keep diffusion distances small. If the density of perfused capillaries falls, then the average distance oxygen must diffuse increases. Larger distances from capillary to cell means larger partial pressures of oxygen, and results in greater loss of oxygen back into the veins at the critical point [4]. Accordingly, loss of perfused capillaries might be expected to lower the extraction ratio at the critical point. Activation of neutrophils and other formed elements has been cited as a likely participant in ARDS, and is a natural response to sepsis [66, 67]. It seems likely that neutrophils that may lodge in the lung might also be marginating in the peripheral circulation [68]. Such neutrophils may act to plug capillaries in a fashion similar to microemboli.

A variety of studies have explored the effect of microembolization on oxygen consumption [69]. Embolization presumably blocks capillaries or even arterioles. Based on available studies, it seems likely that infusion of microspheres lowers tissue oxygen extraction capacity. However, the interpretation is difficult, since on mathematical grounds one must occlude 75% of previously open capillaries even to double the average intercapillary distance.

Heterogeneity of blood flow distribution is the last likely mechanism for extraction defects. Any mismatch of local oxygen delivery to local oxygen demand may impair oxygen extraction capability. This might be termed $V_a/Q_o_2$ mismatching, in rough analogy with $V_a/Q$ mismatching in the lung. One can conceive of heterogeneity at several levels [4]. One might have too much blood going to one organ, leaving other organ systems relatively hypoperfused. Some studies have suggested that skeletal muscle is overperfused in sepsis [70, 71], while others have reported that skeletal muscle is underperfused in sepsis [72]. While variation in regional flow may be important, other reports [7, 8] suggest that defects within single organs, rather than maldistribution of flow among organs, play a dominant role in acute endotoxaemia.

Heterogeneity on a microvascular scale is much harder to assess than interorgan redistribution of blood flow, however, it seems likely that microvascular heterogeneity is responsible for extraction defects seen in the experiments of Nelson and co-workers [7, 8]. The correlation of extraction defects with the loss of reactive hyperaemia suggests that vascular reactivity is critical to normal tissue extraction.

**Determinants of vascular reactivity**

Optimal oxygen extraction during reductions of oxygen delivery requires autoregulatory vasodilation coupled with maintenance of vascular tone systematically. Granger and Shepherd [29] have emphasized a difference between flow-controlling vessels (medium sized arterioles) and distribution vessels (small arterioles and precapillary sphincters). In this schema, most of the arteriovenous pressure drop occurs in the flow-controlling vessels, which determine systemic vascular resistance. According to this model, capillary recruitment is controlled at the level of the distribution vessels. Systemic influences, such as sympathetic tone, presumably have their greatest effect on flow controlling vessels, whereas local autoregulation would play the greater role in regulating distribution vessels.

Since the 1950s it has been recognized that endotoxin and sepsis may alter the responsiveness of vessels to topically applied catecholamines [73]. In some reports, the responses were biphasic, with increases in reactivity followed by declining responsiveness [74]. In whole dogs given endotoxin, an acute drop in blood pressure (due to splanchnic pooling) can cause reflex vasoconstriction, but this is presumably a response to lowered blood flow. After adequate volume resuscitation restores blood flow to normal, blood pressure is lower at every flow rate, reflecting a systemic vasodilation [7].

A primary target for sepsis may be the endothelial cell; endothelial damage could therefore be the link between pulmonary manifestations of ARDS and peripheral manifestations of pathological supply
dependence. Endothelial disruption in the pulmonary vasculature increases permeability of the alveolar-capillary barrier, with oedema genesis and respiratory failure. In the peripheral circulation, a comparable insult might cause failure of normal endothelial function. A growing body of evidence has suggested that the endothelial cell may play a pivotal role in regulation of local vascular tone [75]. Endothelial cells release endothelin, endothelium-derived relaxation factor (EDRF), prostacyclin (PGI2), and possibly other paracrine mediators in response to various endogenous or exogenous stimuli. These paracrine mediators exert local effects on the subjacent smooth muscle, and account for many of the responses seen in vivo and in vitro. It follows that alteration in endothelial functions may have a profound effect on the regulation of overall vascular resistance and blood flow distribution. We hypothesize that impairment of vascular endothelial function in sepsis may prevent the optimal distribution of blood flow during progressive hypoxia.

Identifying and monitoring $O_2$ extraction in patients

Determining whether a particular patient is exhibiting supply dependence is difficult. The simplest approach is to measure oxygen delivery and consumption before and after a manoeuvre designed to increase cardiac output. If the oxygen consumption and delivery both increase, then the patient's $O_2$ consumption is by definition supply-dependent. Unfortunately, most oxygen delivery and consumption measurements both rely on the cardiac output, and so error in the cardiac output measurement will appear as a coordinated change in both delivery and consumption, leading falsely to the conclusion that the patient's $O_2$ consumption is supply-dependent. If measured cardiac output increases, then the arteriovenous $O_2$ content difference should narrow. If it does not narrow, one may conclude that the patient's $O_2$ consumption is supply-dependent. However, if the arteriovenous $O_2$ content difference narrows, but less than is expected, the patient may still be supply-dependent. Comparing arteriovenous $O_2$ difference changes to cardiac output might thus lead one to falsely conclude that the patient's oxygen uptake is not supply-dependent.

These problems plague not only the routine interpretation of patient data in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), but also research studies designed to address the presence or absence of pathological supply dependence. The difficulty can be avoided altogether if accurate measurements of oxygen consumption could be made using expired gas, and compared to thermodilution cardiac output measurements. Unfortunately, this technique remains impractical in routine care. In our view, it is reasonable to suppose that patients who are septic and have elevated lactic acid levels despite a normal $O_2$ delivery are probably exhibiting an extraction defect, even if corroborating measurements are not practical.

Improving oxygen delivery

It is a truism that supportive therapy can at best keep the body alive while definitive therapy of the underlying disease is undertaken. In many cases, the success of temporizing supportive therapy is crucial in determining survival. The implication of tissue hypoxia in sepsis and ARDS is that patients may benefit from maximizing oxygen delivery even if oxygen delivery is in the normal range. One can improve oxygen delivery by manipulating its constituent variables: cardiac output, $Pao_2$, and blood oxygen carrying capacity.

Optimizing each of the accessible physiological variables carries its own problems. Increasing cardiac output by increasing preload is sensible if preload is low; maximizing filling pressures are often limited by oedema formation. Blood transfusion to increase oxygen carrying capacity seems sensible, but carries the usual risks of transfusion-associated diseases. Another objection to the use of transfusions in patients without severe anaemia concerns the effect of haematocrit on blood rheology. The viscosity of whole blood and of red cell suspensions is a rapidly increasing function of haematocrit, and a weaker function of red cell deformability, plasma viscosity, and red cell aggregability [76, 77]. The increase in viscosity occurs over the entire range of haematocrit, and there is no specific critical point where viscosity suddenly jumps. There is a distinct trade-off between viscosity and oxygen carrying capacity, but the optimum haematocrit may depend on the specific clinical circumstances. We know of no specific evidence that blood viscosity is a problem in ARDS or sepsis.

Reducing oxygen demand

The alternative approach to improving tissue oxygenation is to reduce oxygen uptake by reducing demand. Manoeuvres to reduce oxygen demand form a mainstay of standard intensive care, and include mechanical ventilation, sedation, and paralysis. The increased oxygen demand associated with elevations in body temperature has two mechanisms: an increased metabolic rate that accompanies the higher tissue temperatures, and active thermogenesis by patients trying to increase their body temperature. Maintaining normal temperature whenever possible seems appropriate, insofar as it can be accomplished with conventional means. Shivering and possibly also nonshivering thermogenesis can presumably increase $O_2$ substantially, so use of cooling blankets may have mixed effects.

The use of catecholamines to stimulate cardiac output, and to support cardiac output raises the
spectre of increased O₂ demand, owing to the specific calorigenic effect of catecholamines. While intraperitoneal bolus injections of catecholamines in awake rats do increase oxygen consumption, the same does not seem as obvious in anesthetized dogs infused with clinically relevant doses of norepinephrine or dobutamine. It seems likely that use of inotropes or pressors in ICU settings more closely resembles the latter than the former setting, and the specific calorigenic effect of catecholamines may be of more theoretical than practical concern.

The use of halothane to lower oxygen demand has been suggested, but is (like profound hypothermia) associated with impairment in tissue oxygen extraction [16]. Thus, these more extreme manoeuvres are probably excessive, and it seems prudent to use moderate sedation rather than general anaesthesia, and reasonable temperature control rather than profound hypothermia, to limit oxygen demand.

**Expectations for future developments**

Future work in clinical settings should address several unanswered questions. Are extraction defects real, and is optimizing oxygen delivery appropriate? After reviewing the evidence currently available, we concluded that affirmative answers are likely, but far from certain. If optimizing oxygen delivery is appropriate, then what end-point should be used for therapy? The inability to demonstrate a plateau level for oxygen uptake in patients renders this question difficult to answer. Better measurement techniques for human oxygen delivery will offer substantial information on this topic.

Correcting extraction defects in patients is further away. Progress is being made in identifying the pathophysiology of extraction defects in the animal laboratory, and further understanding may identify a target for therapeutic intervention. For example, the appropriate drug might improve oxygen distribution among microvessels, alleviating the oxygen distribution problem. Carefully testing such interventions in animal models may establish whether any interventions are safe and effective in reversing extraction defects. Until a firmer understanding of the pathophysiology of extraction defects becomes available, human studies of drugs seem premature.
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